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Abstract The effect of forcing wind resolution on the extremes of global wind-wave climate are investigated in numerical simulations. Forcing winds from the Community Atmosphere Model at horizontal resolutions of ∼1.0° and ∼0.25° are used to drive Wavewatch III. Differences in extreme wave height are found to manifest most strongly in tropical cyclone (TC) regions, emphasizing the need for high-resolution forcing in those areas. Comparison with observations typically show improvement in performance with increased forcing resolution, with a strong influence in the tail of the distribution, although simulated extremes can exceed observations. A simulation for the end of the 21st century under a RCP 8.5 type emission scenario suggests further increases in extreme wave height in TC regions.

1. Introduction

Wind-waves on the ocean are a familiar natural phenomenon that directly affects coastal communities, offshore industries, and shipping. Wave-related impacts can be severe [Hoek et al., 2013], so naturally there is a growing interest in the evolution of the wind-wave climate under climate change, noted in particular by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) [Field et al., 2014], which motivates efforts such as the Coordinated Wave Climate Intercomparison Project (COWCLIP) [Hemer et al., 2012]. Wave climate research typically involves the generation of atmospheric variables, often near surface winds, using a global circulation model (GCM) that can then be used to drive ocean waves either statistically [Wang and Swail, 2006] or numerically [Hemer et al., 2013a; Fan et al., 2013]. Downscaling approaches from historical and reanalysis data are also used [Camus et al., 2014]. Environmental and societal impacts of weather and climate are typically associated with the largest magnitude events—the extremes—and a number of studies have considered the extremes of wave climate [Wang et al., 2014; Mori et al., 2010; Shimura et al., 2015]. However, investigation of extremes through numerical modeling is challenging. Long time series of output are required in order to make inferences about extreme events, ensembles of which are generally desirable in order to evaluate uncertainties. Furthermore, limitations of the model, such as numerical resolution, affect its ability to accurately reproduce the physical processes responsible for extreme phenomena. Specifically, severe storms, including TCs, generate the most extreme waves in affected regions but are not well resolved at available spatial and temporal resolutions. Each of these issues increases the computational burden.

Waves are generated from wind stress on the ocean surface, and clearly stronger storms generate larger waves. However, variables like storm size, intensity, structure, and translation speed combine to create different wave conditions, and each of these is a function of resolution. For example, midlatitude storms tend to be spatially broad and well resolved at 1.0° and better. While they lack the extreme wind speeds of intense TCs (up to ∼55 m s⁻¹), average speeds can be high (∼20 m s⁻¹), they are more frequent, and fast moving storms in the absence of a land boundary (such as in the Southern Ocean) result in very long effective fetch, allowing for the evolution of very large waves. By contrast, an intense tropical cyclone (TC) is spatially more constrained, typically generating extreme waves locally, at much shorter fetch, from the extreme winds close (∼100 km) to the eyewall. Given the strong dependence of simulations of TCs on resolution, it is clear that the wave climate, particularly in the extremes, will be sensitive to forcing resolution.

To date, most available climate model data sets, e.g., those submitted to the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project phase 5 (CMIP5) [Taylor et al., 2012], are at horizontal resolutions of approximately 1.0° (∼100 km), and temporal resolutions of 6 h. Given that this is too low to create realistic TCs [Wehner et al., 2015], and given their importance to the tail of the wind speed distribution, reliable characterization of extreme waves in affected regions is not possible [Breivik et al., 2014]. Studies of wind-wave climate based on lower resolution
Table 1. Wind Data Sets From CAM5, Used to Force WW3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resolution (lat. × lon. deg)</th>
<th>Time Step (h)</th>
<th>Duration (years)</th>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.9 × 1.25</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>Present day</td>
<td>Single continuous run (1960 to 2012) Observed SSTs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ALL-HIST</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.23 × 0.31</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>Present day</td>
<td>11 year runs (1995 to 2005) Observed SSTs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ALL-HIST</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.23 × 0.31</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>Future RCP 8.5</td>
<td>1 × 19 year run (2081 to 2099) 4 additional years (2080 to 2083) Runs initialized with perturbed physics Observed SSTs + 2°C Doubled atmospheric CO₂</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

simulations therefore lack the influence of TCs [Hemer et al., 2013b; Wang et al., 2014; Erikson et al., 2015]. With more recent availability of sufficient computing resource to simulate climate at higher resolution, detailed investigation of TC climatology is possible [Strachan et al., 2013; Murakami et al., 2015]. Consequently, studies of wind-wave climate that capture more explicitly the effects of TCs are also appearing in the literature [Fan et al., 2013; Shimura et al., 2015]. However, with a sparsity of research in this area, and studies employing different approaches, sources of uncertainty and their importance remain poorly understood. In particular, we note that no study specifically obviates and quantifies the impact of increased resolution for wind-wave climate research.

We address this issue by making use of output from recent high-resolution atmospheric simulations. The atmospheric component of the Community Earth System Model, the Community Atmosphere Model version 5.1 (CAM5) [Neale et al., 2010], has been shown to generate realistic TCs at a horizontal resolution of approximately 0.25° (~25 km) [Wehner et al., 2014; Bacmeister et al., 2014; Wehner et al., 2015]. Several decades of global climatic variables from CAM5 at this resolution and at 3-hourly time steps have been generated, and we describe the results from using this output to force the numerical global wave model Wavewatch III (WW3) [Tolman, 2014]. We present three global wave data sets at 0.25° resolution. Two of these represent present day conditions and are forced by winds at approximately 1.0° and 0.25° (referred to as low resolution and high resolution, respectively). We focus primarily on differences between these two cases in terms of extreme significant wave height ($H_s$). Following Wang et al. [2014], we make use of extreme value theory and express the extremes in terms of 20-year return levels. Large differences in regions affected by TCs are identified, highlighting the importance of forcing resolution in such research. A third data set uses high-resolution forcing winds under a future RCP 8.5 emission scenario at the end of the 21st century, and we evaluate possible future changes in extremes. Sources of uncertainty are not formally addressed beyond the statistical uncertainty arising from the fitting of extreme value distributions.

The structure of this paper is therefore as follows. In section 2 we describe the numerical modeling and statistical methods used. Section 3 gives a summary of the performance of the wave model with respect to observations. Sections 4 and 5 present the results for wave statistics and return levels, respectively, and in section 6 we give further discussion and concluding remarks.

2. Methods

Three time series of global forcing winds simulated with CAM5 were used to generate waves with WW3. Details are given in Table 1. Further discussion of the simulation of these winds is given in section 2.1. Further details of the configuration of WW3 is given in section 2.2. All statistical analysis that has been performed is per grid cell, with no further spatial or temporal downsampling.
2.1. Atmospheric Simulations

CAM5 models the three-dimensional dynamics and thermodynamics of the atmosphere and land surface [Neale et al., 2010], and has been shown to generate realistic TCs when run at $\sim 0.25^\circ$ horizontal resolution. Details of the configuration and its ability to generate intense TCs are given in Bacmeister et al. [2014] and Wehner et al. [2015]. Since CAM5 lacks ocean coupling, observed sea surface temperature (SST) boundary conditions were specified following Hurrell et al. [2008]. Daily values are obtained from linear interpolation of monthly averages. For RCP 8.5 future runs, SSTs were derived from observed values, and modified by adding 2°C uniformly across the spatial domain.

2.2. Numerical Wave Modeling

WW3 [Tolman, 2014] models the time evolution of phase-averaged wave energy spectrum over the global ocean surface. For all simulations, WW3 was run on a global grid at 0.25°. Standard wave summary statistics (such as $H_s$) were obtained at 3-hourly intervals as global fields. Note that only fields for $H_s$ are presented in this work. Further details of model configuration are described in Text S1 of the supporting information.

To expedite computation, years were run in parallel, which introduced discontinuities into the time series that could affect the passage of swell over long distances. However, extreme wave conditions tend to arise from local wind-sea interactions during a storm and typically evolve in less than 24 h, so we judge the impact to be small. To mitigate this problem, WW3 was “spun-up” by running the final week of the previous year at the start of each simulation.

The suitability of WW3 to investigate extremes is not discussed in this paper, although we acknowledge that phase-averaged wave models are based upon assumptions which do not hold in extreme sea states. However, performance can be good [Moon et al., 2003], to the extent that WW3, appropriately configured, is used for operational hurricane wave forecasting by the U.S. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration [Chao and Tolman, 2010]. A discussion of the comparison of simulated and observed wave height statistics is given in section 3.

2.3. Extreme Value Analysis

We make use of extreme value theory to describe the extremes of $H_s$. We assume that each year is an independent sample from a stationary time series and fit a point process to each spatial grid point by sampling peaks over a high threshold (POT) [see, e.g., Davison and Smith, 1990; Coles, 2001]. Each point process was fitted through maximum likelihood estimation resulting in a parameterized generalized Pareto extreme value distribution (EVD). In this paper we describe the extremes of $H_s$ in terms of the 20-year return level, determined from the fitted EVDs. Confidence intervals can be obtained for the return level estimates, which provides a basis for statistical inference, but note that the confidence intervals capture only sampling uncertainty and we do not formally address other sources of uncertainty in this work. More details of fitting the EVDs is given in Text S2.

3. Simulation Performance

With our focus on the impact of resolution increase, we provide only a limited examination of the performance of simulations with respect to observations. We do so graphically, by using Q-Q plots to compare distributions of simulated wave height with observations from various NOAA data buoys (http://www.ndbc.noaa.gov/). Details of the buoys are shown in Figure S1, and a representative example of a comparison outside and inside a TC zone is shown in Figure 1. Additional locations are shown in Figures S2 to S7. For comparison, Q-Q plots for wind speed at all buoys are provided in Figures S8 and S9. There is clear correspondence between wind speed and wave height distributions, but we do not discuss wind speed further at this point.

We primarily identify the difference in the impact of resolution increase between those locations inside and outside TC-affected regions. Specifically, simulations in extratropical cyclone (ETC) regions seem largely unaffected by increased resolution. Figures 1a and 1b show comparisons of simulation with observations at NDBC 46066. The 0.5, 0.9, 0.99, 0.999, and 0.9999 quantiles are indicated by red dashed lines. In general, there is very good agreement at both resolutions, and similar results can be seen for NDBC 46006 (Figure S2), also predominantly affected by ETCs.

Results in locations affected by TCs show more varied performance, for example, at NDBC 41002 in the North Atlantic, shown in Figures 1c and 1d. There is a trend of underprediction at quantiles below 0.999 although less pronounced in the high-resolution case. However, above the 0.999 quantile, correspondence
Figure 1. Q-Q plots of observed versus simulated $H_s$ at NOAA data buoys (a, b) 46066, and (c, d) 41002. Note that the duration, in years, in the panel titles indicates the number of years of observations at the buoy. This typically differs from the simulation length.

varies, with simulated waves tending to exceed observations. Comparisons for other data buoys (Figures S2 to S7) reveal similar features. In particular, we see dramatic increases in the tail of the distribution, consistent with better representation of extreme winds from TCs. In many cases improved agreement with observations at lower quantiles is evident. Also, often seen is a distinct change in the gradient of the Q-Q line (see, e.g., Figures 1d and S3b), which could be indicative of a transition from prevailing conditions to TC waves. Apparent overestimation of extremes in some locations, in particular, NDBC 42001 (Gulf of Mexico) and NDBC 41047 (North Atlantic), may be due to a number of sources of error, but we speculate that poor spatiotemporal sampling of TCs and resulting waves is at least partly responsible. Their narrow storm tracks and infrequent passage, together with the limited duration of data sets, and the sensitivity of extreme waves to the close passage of TCs, likely give rise to different tail characteristics when distributions are compared. This issue is discussed further in section 6.

4. Comparison of Overall Statistics

Statistics (mean, 99.9th percentile and maximum) from the low resolution (Figures 2a–2c) and differences between low- and high-resolution forcing (Figures 2d–2f) are compared. A common scale is used, which reveals an order of magnitude difference between the mean and most extreme waves in the tropics and extratropics. Differences between the two resolutions are not obvious until we consider very high quantiles. At the 99.9th percentile (Figure 2e), differences can be seen, for example, to the west of Mexico and south of Japan — areas affected by TCs. When considering the difference in maximum $H_s$ (Figure 2f), however, individual storm tracks can be seen in areas affected by TCs. Wave patterns arising from TC-like phenomena in the low-resolution case are broader in spatial extent and less frequent, consistent with differences in TC behavior.
between the two resolutions [Wehner et al., 2015]. Other general features such as waves from extratropical storms in the Southern Ocean appear to differ little between the runs.

Very poor sampling of extreme events is evidenced by single storm tracks passing through areas with otherwise benign conditions. This is particularly apparent just north and south of the equator and also off the northeast and northwest coasts of Australia, for example. Note that wave height distributions at such locations are characterized by very heavy tails—perhaps a single severe event \( H_s > 10 \) m, at a location where the maximum would otherwise be much lower \( H_s \ll 6 \) m. This has implications for the fitting of EVDs, which are discussed in Text S2. Maps of global statistics for the future time series are not shown but are qualitatively similar.

5. Comparison of Return Levels

To examine the extremes, we derived 20-year return levels for \( H_s \) by fitting EVDs to the time series at each grid point. The influence of TCs gives rise to a range of \( H_s \) distributions with both “short” and “long” tails, requiring flexibility in the fitting process. Further details are provided in Text S2. We use the fitted EVDs to derive 20-year return levels, shown for 0.25° present day in Figure 3a. Differences between return values from 0.25° and 1.0° forcing (present day) and future and present (at 0.25°) are shown in Figures 3b and 3c, respectively. In Figures 3b and 3c, speckled shading indicates where the difference in the estimated return level exceeds three times the combined standard deviation of the two return level estimates. This can be interpreted as a measure of confidence in the results with respect to the goodness of fit of the EVD. We emphasize that only sampling uncertainty contributes to the confidence intervals, and other important sources of uncertainty are not analyzed here.
Figure 3. (a) $H_s$ 20-year return level computed from 0.25° forcing for present-day conditions, with (b) differences between 1.0° and 0.25° forcing for present-day conditions and (c) differences between present-day and future RCP 8.5 conditions at 0.25° forcing.

5.1. Present Day, Forcing at 1.0° Versus 0.25°

Figure 3a shows that 20-year return levels are strongly influenced by the passage of individual storms and, consistent with Figure 2f, Figure 3b reveals that large regions of the globe show significant differences between the two data sets. In particular, the higher resolution forcing strongly affects estimation of the extremes in the TC affected areas. Differences of up to 10 m in 20-year return levels highlight the absence of large waves in TC regions when using the 1.0° forcing. We caution the interpretation of the absolute differences in return level owing to the presence of uncertainties, as discussed in section 3. However, the figure serves to show that there is a systematic and positive effect on extreme wave heights clearly consistent with TC regions. Additionally, there appears to be a small increase in the Southern Ocean and a small decrease in the northern Pacific ETC region.
5.2. Forcing at 0.25°, Present Day Versus Future RCP 8.5

Considering Figure 3c, the difference between present and future wave extremes appears less clear. Statistical difference indicated by the speckled pattern is far less contiguous and covers much less of the globe than in Figure 3b, suggesting larger uncertainty and smaller differences in estimate. Moreover, the effect of individual storm tracks is evident in both TC and ETC zones, and large differences both positive and negative, appear to arise solely due to the passage (or otherwise) of a single large storm over a particular area. For example, we can infer that in the future RCP 8.5 data set a powerful hurricane passed through the middle of the North Atlantic. Variability in the sign of change is prevalent in all regions with the exception of the TC zone directly to the west of Mexico. An apparent shift of TC activity to the west gives rise to a large increase in extreme wave height in that region. Noting the short (23 year) time series, it is presumptuous to draw strong conclusions in the absence of more data.

6. Discussion

The large differences in 20-year return levels highlight the importance of wind resolution in extreme wave climate research and are consistent with superior representation of TCs in higher resolution atmospheric data sets. It is encouraging that comparison of simulations with observations suggests that in many areas increase in resolution leads to improved reproduction of \( H_s \) statistics, both average and extreme. Outside TC regions, change in extremes attributable to increased resolution tends to be much smaller, if any. Although the high-resolution forcing has a strong effect in the tail of the \( H_s \) distribution, comparison with observations reveals a spatially varying correspondence that is poor in some locations. A number of sources of uncertainty might be responsible for the disagreement, which include poor sampling (discussed below), coarse winds, and the lack of ocean-atmosphere feedback, which also affects SST patterns. The 3-hourly winds used here are state of the art for global modeling, but they are sufficiently temporally coarse to be an appreciable source of error. In addition, wind-wave-ocean interactions are complex and without multiway coupling of models, the accuracy of wave predictions is likely limited [Moon et al., 2004]. SST pattern is also an important source of uncertainty that has been investigated by others (discussed shortly). The use of observed SSTs, for example, captures the signature of atmospheric oscillations, and TCs, that actually took place, potentially introducing bias and leading to an underestimate of variability. While these are important considerations, we suggest that uncertainty due to spatiotemporal sampling of TCs and resulting waves, appears to dominate our results. This affects both the assessment of performance, and the analysis of future changes in extreme wave climate. We can see from Figure 2f, that at higher resolution, TC tracks are better defined and spatially narrow. Since TCs occur infrequently (<30 annually), a long sampling duration is required to obtain an estimate of the limiting spatial distribution of the resulting extreme waves. However, with sample sizes typically shorter than 50 years, comparison of extremes at a point location (e.g., Figure 1) is heavily influenced by the chance passage of a storm in one data set, and not the other. Equivalently, this affects the analysis of future change, shown in Figure 3, where individual storm tracks are evident. To minimize expensive model runs and make efficient use of the available data, we suggest the application of a spatial statistical approach for extremes [see, e.g., Northrop and Jonathan, 2011; Davison and Huser, 2015].

Although simulation performance requires further investigation, the strength of response in the tail of the \( H_s \) distribution in TC zones suggests that the “step-up” to 0.25° could prove sufficient for reliable global analysis of extreme waves (including TC regions). That is, reduction in uncertainty, or error, from resolutions better than 0.25°, may be sufficiently small compared to other important sources (such as sampling or future SSTs), that increase in resolution beyond 0.25° could remain unjustified for some time — especially noting the enormous cost. If this is the case, it would serve as motivation to focus research effort on obtaining longer-duration samples at similar resolutions and developing efficient statistical methods. Further improvement in performance may be readily achievable through temporal interpolation of the wind, or wave model tuning, both of which are practical to investigate.

Recent studies that examine projections of extreme waves highlight the importance of other sources of uncertainty. Shimura et al. [2015] and Fan et al. [2013] focus on future changes in wave climate by considering the IPCC A1B scenario (comparable to RCP 8.5) at the end of the 21st century. Although different methodologies were employed, in both cases ensembles of global wave climatologies were generated numerically from forcing winds at resolutions of approximately 0.5°, which can produce TCs. Ensemble members were derived from different SST patterns and physical parameterizations. In both cases, changes in extreme wave heights were examined (annual maxima and 0.99 quantile, respectively), and global maps of future extreme
wave height anomaly were generated (their Figures 5, and 8, respectively). There is substantial spatial variation in wave height anomaly between ensemble members, indicating the magnitude of uncertainty due to SST pattern and model physics. Making a qualitative comparison with our results, the most dramatic future change we identify is the strengthening of TC waves west of Mexico, seen clearly in Figure 3c. Similar spatial patterns are exhibited by individual ensemble members shown in both Shimura et al. [2015] and Fan et al. [2013], Figure 5(f) and figure 8(h), respectively. However, variability between members suggests that wave climate reflects strongly the characteristics of the atmospheric forcing (influenced by SST patterns and model physics), and it remains unclear whether the features of our atmospheric data set, that manifest strongly in the extreme wave climate, are significant.

Finally, we believe a valuable extension to this work would be to rigorously determine the effect of TC characteristics as a function of resolution, such as storm size distribution, on wave climate. A more detailed investigation might require the identification of individual storms and could incorporate a multivariate analysis by considering wave period and direction [Shimura et al., 2015]. We do already have a sense of the change in storm size distribution. Wehner et al. [2015] show that, at 1.0°C, hurricanes do not exceed category 2 on the Saffir-Simpson scale but that weaker storms are too frequent, revealing a lack of extremes and suggesting an excessive density of high, but not extreme, winds. At 0.25°C, however, the overall distribution of TCs is more realistic, including category 5 hurricanes in the appropriate numbers. Identification of all relevant storms and their climatology (using machine learning techniques [Prabhat et al., 2012]), together with a multivariate analysis of wave data (height, period, etc.), could yield a much more robust description of the relationship between resolution, storm size, and wave climate.
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